FIRST CHOICE MOVING AND STORAGE INC.
This is a statement to notify the client information about the scheduled household
goods relocation process and services. If there is an issue with this statement, the
client needs to contact the office of First Choice Moving and Storage Inc (FCMSI)
before signing the bill of lading provided when the driver arrives at the beginning
location. There may be information provided that does not pertain to your move
specifically, please read all sections that are classified to your work order, sign/date,
and return.

NONTRANSPORTABLE GOODS
Nontransportable goods are a serious consideration when moving. These
household goods can range from highvalue jewelry to hazardous materials. It is
imperative that your irreplaceable goods, such as family heirlooms, sensitive
documents, all prescription drugs are labeled as nontransportable goods.
Recognizing your household goods that should not be packed and moved to keep
your move stress free from any harm that could be caused by transporting them.
FCMSI put a list of examples together of nontransportable goods you should not pack
or that we cannot pack and transport with the bulk of your household goods. Please
take a look at the list, and determine how to handle the nontransportable goods for
your move. At FCMSI, we strive to keep the stress out of moving and your best
interest and safety at heart during your time of service.
The items listed below are examples that all moving companies, by federal law or
internal policy, cannot transport.
Hazardous materials such as explosives, compressed gases, flammable liquids and
solids, oxidizers, poisons, corrosives and radioactive materials are not allowed for
transport.

Everyday household good examples:
⎯ Candles
⎯ Nail polish remover
⎯ Paints and paint thinners

⎯ Lighter fluid
⎯ Gasoline (All lawn care items such as mowers, weed eater, trimmers, and etc.
need to be drained from all gases and oils)
⎯ Fireworks
⎯ Oxygen bottles
⎯ Propane cylinders
⎯ Automotive repair and maintenance chemicals
⎯ Radiopharmaceuticals
⎯ Matches
⎯ Household cleaners/deodorizers
⎯ Lotions
⎯ Soaps
⎯ Snow Globes
⎯ Lava Lamps
⎯ Firearms
⎯ Food in glass jars and perishable foods
⎯ Prescription drugs
⎯ Over the counter liquid medications

Personal importance or sentimental value goods should be transported with you:
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯
⎯

Cash
Collections (i.e., coins)
Family photos
Important personal papers (i.e., deeds, wills)
Negotiable papers (i.e., bonds, stocks, certificates)
Jewelry
Moving documents
Television remotes

Please keep these nontransportable goods in mind when prepping for your move.
Transporting hazardous materials is dangerous to your movers’ and other drivers’
safety. These goods can easily be repurchased when you get to your new residence.
Keeping highvalue items with you at all times during a move, as these belongings are
often expensive and/or irreplaceable, will keep your mind as ease. Prescription drugs
are BEST kept on you at all times. Many prescription drugs are needed daily and/or
several times a day and you do not want to risk the chance of misplacing medication.

With these key factors provided to you, we plan to keep you and your movers’ safety a
priority.
If you have any questionable items that are not listed, please feel free to contact the
office at any time. We do answer/return after hours calls, when a detailed message is
left. We can also be reached via email at firstchoiceinc23@yahoo.com or
hope4320@gmail.com or by phone at 9319205455.
Please take the time to sign and date below, and return to hope4320@gmail.com prior
to your scheduled move date.

X______________________________________
Client Sign and Date

